
SUBMISSION FROM COLIN R BOTFIELD 

1. We specialise in raising finance for businesses in Scotland and are 
regulated by a leading professional accountancy body. 
 
Key Issues Experienced 2001-2009 
2.  “Lazy banking” – banks lending against hyped property valuations v not 
people/trading businesses since 2001- spurning DTI loan scheme, can’t be 
bothered reading business plan or accounts meeting customers. HBOS /RBS 
are misleading customers re new EFG scheme. 
  
3. De-skilling Bank managers- salesmen not professionals- faceless credit 
sanctioners, inexperienced senior management at HBOS who for example 
replaced Peter Burt and the Risk Manager / whistleblower Paul Moore. 

4. Exposed Scotland as a poor place to do business eg. Can’t have class 
actions, poor regulatory regime, no investor protection only establishment 
protection eg. No director or auditor had been disciplined or charged re the 
RBS April prospectus or Sept 08 interim accounts which, given events in 
October 2008, could be alleged to be suspect- effect on inward investment of 
unpunished fraud/false accounting yet directors of small companies are 
disqualified /fined etc for relatively minor issues- Crown office and police do 
not have the skills nor the public interest to protect. Contrast this with Madoff, 
Enron, Martha Stewart cases in USA. 

5. Scottish Enterprise is performing lamentably- SDI for example ( part of SE ) 
is diverting budget intended for companies to pay its own, poorly performing 
staff. 

6. Taxpayers taking all the risk but little or no control on bailed out banks. 

7. RBS/Lloyds should be covered by FOI legislation- 85% claim from RBS re 
lending rate approvals is in our experience, false and /or misleading. HBOS 
are not lending to businesses at present eg even pharmacies acquisitions 
guaranteed by “blue chip” pharmaceuticals are being rejected as too risky by 
HBOS whose staff we have witnessed misleading customers re EFG rules. 

8. In some ways junior staff are as culpable as management or cover up 
failings, do things in bad faith, part of corrupt system. 

9. Arrogance remains at RBS/HBOS at many levels, far too much denials/not 
yet seeing a change in attitude. 

10. HBOS/RBS staff spend too much time on work that does not benefit 
customers or shareholders eg internal information requests, hurdles, new 
conditions, processes apparently only satisfying curiosity of poor management 
above. 

11. Mis application of public sector resources- Crown Office / Police resources 
committed to small eg a recent £200,000 libel case and whisky miniatures  
when £150Bn of taxpayers money is at stake.  



12. We know there to be staff of poor integrity at call centres in Dunfermline 
and Motherwell who do management’s bidding.  

13. Directors of small companies are disqualified every day by the BERR 
Insolvency Service, yet no one from the banks has been disqualified. 

14. Lack of Political will to criticise individuals eg. HBOS Commerical property 
or the many junior staff who delivered poor service, misleading Dunfermline 
Building society members re IT. 

15. Shocking failure of FSA, lack of single accountability of the former 
chancellor’s tripartite arrangements. 

16. Holyrood needs more influence/control over enforcement of standards or 
at least ability to name and shame errant company officer in debates. 

17. It is taxpayer, not Government, funds at stake but little evidence taxpayer 
has a say- customer service still poor. 

18. Banks need user/customer forums made up of users, customers, advisers, 
younger politicians/ investigative media not titled ex civil servants and 
establishment figures or failed politicians  or ex ministers with career behind 
them whose actions have no consequences on their future career (for 
example the Calman Commission had several Lord’s and retired civil servants  
who could be seen as “has beens” who face no consequence for their actions 
is same way retired high court judges could conduct a whitewash without 
effect on their now finished career. In Singapore for example such tasks are 
undertaken by the “rising stars/new blood” who know their future depends on 
doing a good job.  

19. Bank staff need wage cut as do public sector and incentivised to earn their 
money. 

20. Loss of key skills eg stockbroking since closure of Scotland’s stock 
exchange in 1980s is continuing in other important professions, more fiscal 
autonomy re taxes would see sellers/capital gains from Scottish companies 
taxed or tax spent in Scotland would help government target sector we can 
genuinely exploit for everyone’s benefit.  

21. Politician’s pay lip service to views of public- too afraid to be controversial 
and criticise failure until too late when they jump on bandwagon. 

22. Making it easier to declare one’s self bankrupt was folly. 

23. Threat of hyper inflation- money supply not backed by hard assets has to 
be appreciated by governments. 

24. Culture of “yes men”/conformists/cloning/strict discipline progressing and 
preferred in Banks (and similar police/ public sector leads to errors being 
perpetuated / miscarriages/ lack of change/evolution)  with mavericks 
removed  eg HBOS Risk role. This sort of organisational brainwashing and 
institutionalising otherwise bright people it could alleged lead to collapse of 



Arthur Anderson /Enron ( no one among thousands questioned why profits 
kept going up and files costing millions to build were being destroyed ). 

25. Whistleblowers are not being protected eg NHS, Nurse sacked, Home 
office mole, BBC reporter- Police/Crown/Public sector seem to have little 
comprehension of what public interest is and that if these whistleblowers were 
taken seriously at the time £billions could be saved. 
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